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Volume Two
Number Three

The Onlooker
Copyright, 1976

Feb. 9--22, 1976

The news magazine for North Dakota

ear Reader:
The ONLOOKER is one year old. Our first issue was
relea ed on Jan. 31, 1975, during the Forty Fourth
Legislative Assembly.
At that time we were uncertain what direction this
publication would take--an uncertainty that was
reflected in our first issues.
Now, our course seems clearer. The need for an
independent voice in North Dakota journalism is as
great during the interim as during the Legislative
session. We aim to provide that voice.
Newsmen traditionally assign themselves three
roles: To inform, to entertain and to influence. We
think that this issue of the ONLOOKER accomplishes
all of these things. We get a real sense of satisfaction
from that.

We do not pretend to be objective or dispassionate
at all times. Events won't permit that. We believe that
human survival in dignity and worth is at stake in
these very troubled times. Survival is not something
that permits a casual commitment.
Though we won't promise detachment, we promise
fairness and accuracy. Call us if we fail. And we will
try very hard not to be mindless. To be so would be
the greatest failure of all:
We don't expect you to agree with us always--or
even often·. We hope we '11 stimulate you to think and
perhaps to act. You might even want to write us a
Jetter. Our columns are open to contributions to all of
you.
Happy anniversary, dear reader, to you ... and for us.

But we know there is a great challenge in this
endeavor--a challenge to examine things critically and
report them thoughtfully.
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Action suggestion
The Life Line Rate Act
Legislation to reverse
the oresent electric rate
structure--which
allows
volume users of e ne rgy a
lower rate per kilowatt
hour--has been introduced
in the U.S. House of
Representatives.
The bill, HR 11449, is
called the " Lifeline Rate
Act of 1976" a nd would
require all electrical utilities , coope ratively as well
as privately owned, to

reduce their rates to all
res idential consumers, including farme rs, for the
amount of electricity required for subsistence.
The rates charged for this

" subsistence
quantity"
would be no higher than
the lowest rate the utility
charges business, industry
and other favored custo-

mers.
Subsistence quantity is
defined in the act as " a
number of kilowatt hours
necessary to supply the
minimum electrical energy
needs of residential electric
consumers at their principal place of residence for
the following end uses:
heating, lighting, cooking,
cooling, and food fluctuations." The bill allows for
seasonal adjustme nts.
Re p. Clifford Alle n of
Tennessee is the principal
sponsor of the bill. An
additional 36 Cong ressme n
have joined as co-sponsors.
Alle n told me mbe rs of the
House, " There are many
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The ONLOOKER:

Agnes Geelan
responds to our review ...
I have been in politics long
enough to become accustomed
to criticism. I rarely answer
criticism, but because Larry
Remele, in his review of my
book, The Dakota Mu·erick,
has apparently used. or will
use, the official publication of
the State Historical Society to
discredit my book, and because
you published his review in the
Onlooker, I believe the review
needs a public answer. I ask
that you publish my letter in
the next issue of your publication.
1 am not disturbed by the fact
that Mr. Remele disagrees with
my statements that Bill Langer
is the most colorful, controversial and successful oolitician
North Dakota has ever known,
and that I consider him an
inconsiste nt isolationist. Those
a re matters of judgment, and
Mr. Re mele is e ntitled to his
conclusions. Even thoug h he
dismisses my conclusions with
an a uthoritative s ta te me nt.
"This is simply not trut . 1' still
hold to my opin ions."

What does d isturb me is the
fact that M r. Remele's review
leaves the impression that my
work is irresponsible, inadequately researched. "must be
read carefully" a nd replete
with errors. Mr. Remele lists
some of the things he considers
''errors.''
l. Lemke's role as "kingmaker'' of the first Nonpartisan
League Convention. I suggest
that Mr. Re me le read the
correspondence betwee n Langer and Le mke just prior to the
191 6 NPL conve ntion. He will
find n Lcmke·s •ast lettf'ri " I

want to see you especially
about your candidacy." I suggest he read Edward Blackorby's storv of Bill Lemke,
Prairie Re bel. On page 37 and
38 he will find an excellent
account of the endorsements
made at the convention, and
Blackorby's conclusion, "This
was the beginning of the
reputation which was to give
Lemke the nickname of 'political bishop· .. the kingmaker of
the Nonpartisan League."

2. Mr. Remele objects to my
statement that Gerald Nye's
investigation of Ruth Hanna
McCormick's campaign expenditures had made his name
a household word in North
Dakota. J refer Mr. Remele to
Robinson's His tory of North
Da kota, page 403, "Senator
Nye's national prominence, a
result of his investigation of the
corrupt election to the Se nate of
Ruth Ha nna McCormick from
Illinois, helped the e ntire
League ticket," and again to
Blackorby, page 178, " In the
months just before the convention ... Nye had raised his political stock in North Dakota to a
point whe re in 1932 no candidate would have considered
trying to re move him from the
League ticket."
3. Mr. Re mele fa ults me not
for mentioning the rains and
yields of 1932. I don't know
how old Mr. Remele was in
1932, but I lived in North
Dakota as an adult during the
e ntire depression, and I know
first ha nd tha t the rains of 1932
did not wash away the scars of
the de pression. If the rains a nd
yield had been so ple ntiful , the
total ca-;h income of all the

Opinions

far me rs of North Dakota would
not have gone down from an
average of $237,316,000 to a
low of $67,463,000 in 1932. If
the rains and yields had been
sufficient, there would have
been no "angry crowds surging
into Bismarck" in early 1933
(Robinson page 404): there
would have be·en no need for
~nger's 1933 farm moratormm.

4. I can assure Mr. Remele
that my story of what he calls
"'Langer's bread-baking stunt"
was not "lifted" from Dr.
Ladd's report. If anything, it
was lifted from memory, and
this is the fin,t time I have
known the story to be challenged ... that in 1937 Langer
collected samples of lightweight wheat and sent the
samples to the state mill to be
milled and baked into bread to
prove that light weight wheat
would make good bread.
I
fou nd the story in many sources: Bruce Nelson's Land of
the Dacotahs and in college
-theses. In one thesis the author
gave as the source for t his
s tory, "Elwyn B. Robinson,
u History of North Dakota",
unpublished manuscript, Cha pter 18, p. 11. "

THE ONLOOKER
THE ONLOOKER ls
published
twice
each
month b)' Mike and Suezctte Bieri Jacobs. This Is
Number Three of Volume
Two.
Subscription ls
American
per

$10.00
year.

Second class postage is
paid at Mandan, North
Dakota, 58554.
Post master: Please send
Form 3579 to The Onlooker, Box 351, Mandan,
North Dakota, 58554.

In what must ha~e been an
exhaustive search on t he part of
Mr. Remele to fi nd errors in my
work, he failed to find the only
error I am aware of in the first
edition. After my first printing
came off the press, I discovered
that in the editing of my
manuscript. a misstatement
had not been caug ht. long
before I read Mr. Remele's
review, I wrote to all the
schools and libraries that had
bought copies of my first
edition to ask them to delete
three words to make the necessary correction.
Mr. Remele objects to the
fact that my story had no
footnotes. I did not write the
story to meet the requirements
of a college thesis: I wrote it for
the people of North Dakota. 1
made every attempt to see that
it was factually correct in every
detail, and I believe, therefore,
that it is a proper book for
schools and libraries. I can
understand that M r. Remele
must find it ha rd to believe
anything Agnes Geela n writes
without the proper annotations
a nd ibid's, but J e xpect tha t
a nyone who doubts my s tateme nts to d o the s ame a mount of
work I d id to challe nge my
facts.

I agree with Mr. Remele that
my research is incomplete. I
spe nt most of my adult life
living t he political research of
the Langer e ra. and after my
retireme nt in 1971, I could onh
spend a few years doing fulitime, intensive research because I felt it was important
that I write my story w hile
there are still thousands of
people living who kne"' Bill
Langer.
I agree with Mr. Remele that
' 'William Lange r., .dese rve s a
much more thorough and prob.
ing political biogra phy than this
one.·· ~ do not consider m)

people on limited incomes
and millions of others who,
in keeping with the national policy of conserving
e nergy, are very careful
and frugal in their use of
electricity. Ye t they are
the ones who today are
paying the highest rate,
while large industries and
other big users , including
those residential customers
who was te and use more
electricity than is really
necessary, are rewarded by
a lower rate, the more
electricity they use ... Surely, electricity to a poor
widow should be at leas t as
cheap as it is to a giant
industry."
The Lifeline Act will be
se nt to the House Interstate and Foreign Comme rce Subcommittee on
Ene rgy and Power.
No
hearings have bee n set,
but they are expected to
take place early this year.
You are encouraged to
write Allen in support of
this bill.
Also write to
Congressman Mark Andrews to ask him to support and co-sponsor the
act .
Here are the addresses:
Rep. Clifford Allen, Te nn.
1039 Longworth Office
Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Re p. Mark Andrews, North
Dakota
1101 Longworth Office
Build ing
Washington, D.C. 20515

-

work a complete biography. All
I attempted to do was write
about what I considered the
important phases of Langer' s
political career, and I a m
heartened by what Jack Hagerty of the Grand Forks Herald
wrote, "Her small book is a
fine interim addition to the too
long bare niche reserved for
Langer on the North Dakota
history bookshelf.''

I agree with Mr. Remele that
"its reported commercial success'' (do I detect a note of
envy?) shows an awakening
interest in North Dakota's un~
usual political history." That is
whv I wrote The Dakota Mave rick. in 1975.

and our reviewer

answers her
Agnes Geelan's letter attempts to rewond ~2 my critical
review of The Dakota Maverick,
but I evidently read he r book
more thoroughly than she read
my commentary. To restate:
the book is a n affectionate,
incomplete a nd occasionally inaccurate or mis leading memoir,
not a " political life ."
Her
comments do not de ny that
evaluation at all , and in fact
prove seve ra l of my points.
One thing, however, must be
made clear beyond a ny question. My review in no way.
s hape. manne r or form represents the official or unofficial
opinion of the State Historical
Socieh· of North Da kota and ·or
North Dakota History: Journal
of the Northern Plains. Rather,
it states a personal evaluation
dc \"eloped from some inte nsive
rcscach into va rious facets of
• North Dakota's political pas t.
fht.• rc\ie w stand~.

Larry Remele
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Threats to air quality
The State Travel Department still
gives away capsules or clean North
Dakota air in its handouts promoting
the values of the state.

However, the state has not yet
asserted its right to maintain that
quality of air, which is threatened

by mai.sive coal development.
North Dakota air is still considerably better than the minimal standards set by the federal government
for the protection of health and
welfare.
While the state has some problem
with particulate matter (blowing
dirt). its air measure\ up better than
required for the other pollutants,
carbon monoxide. sulfur dioxide,
hydrocarbons , photochemical oxidants and nitrogen oxides.

Anot her observation made in the
Roach letter concerned "best available control technology" (BACT)
which will be North Dakota's
method of preventing significant
deterioration. The federal regulation<, equate BACT with the EPA 's
ne" source performance standards
promulgated in 1971 and do not take
into account advances in technology
since that time, officials said.
While Health Department officials
c,ay the)' hope to maintain state air
quality at least at Class 2 levels,
their regulations do not prevent

by Bernice Palmer
make regulations stricter than federal EPA minimums--unlike Wyoming, for example, which has set a
standard for sulfur emissions six
11me!'I stricter than federal.
•standards for nitrogen oxide
cmmissions do not apply to lignite
because the EPA has not yet
adopted performance standards ·for
this grade of coal found in North
Dakota.
•The EPA standards for ha1ardou,;; emi,;;\ions do not cO\·er the
potential ha,ards of toxic trace
clements that may be emitted from
coal conversion plants.

The inient of the Federal Clean
Air Act of 1970 was to clean up the
decisions said this could not be done
by spreading the dirt around to
regions with clean air. The U.S.
Supreme Court in 1972 ruled that
clean air regions should not be
"'significantly'' deteriorated.
Since then, the buck has been
passed around with no one taking
the initiative to define what is
··significant."

Searching for areas of general
agreement. these representatives
reached an informal concensus that
Class 3 increments should nt.>t be
allowed in this region.
" .... allowing air to deteriorate up
to the national ambient air standards is not insignificant," according to a summary of that meeting by
Michael D. Roach, chief of Montana's air quality b ureau. The U.S.
Supreme Court has already ruled
that such a standard does not
adequately prevent deterioration,
the summary said.
The officials also agreed that "the
stales individually, should be able to
absolutely determine any allowable
increments of pollutants in the areas
of each state's jurisdiction."
Roach's letter is part of the Nov.
17 North Dakota Health Department's record of public hearings on
new air regulations for the state.
North Uakota was the first state in
the region to propose rule-making in
order to take over air quality
responsibility from the EPA.
In so doing, however, it ignored
the general agreement reached in
Billings for states to determine their
own air quality. The new regulations are basically the same as the
federal minimums--the same as
those required for Pittsburgh or
other heavily industrialized areas.

planning suit
The North Dakota Water
Conservation Commission has
moved in District Court for
dismissal of complaint against
it brought by the United
Plainsmen Association.

In its motion for dismissal,
the commission argues that the
law docs not require such
plans, that the Plainsmen lack
proper standing to bring the
action, that the state engineer,
whose duties often duplicate
those of the commission itself,
was not made party to the
action and that the district court
lacks jurisdication in the s ubject
matter.

The federal Environmental Pro..
tection Agency, charged with administering the act, sidestepped the
decision by classifying all air in the
United States as Class 2.
This
would a llow for moderate development with good pollution controls.
The EPA. in effect, left the
decision up to the states to reclassify their air to better Class t or
worse Class 3, based on economic
considerations. Class I would allow
no polluting development and Class
3 as much as the minimal federa l
standards would allow.

With this in mind, representatives
of the air quality divisions of four
Great Plains states met last Nov. 7
in Biliings to discuss the problem
with EPA officials.
Represented
were North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming and Idaho. South Dakotans
invited were unable to attend.

bucks

The Plainsmen had asked the
court for an injunction restraining the commission from issuing anJ industrial water use
permits until "comprehensi\.·e,
coordinated.
well-balanced
short and long term plans .. for
development of the state's
water arc prepared.

nation's dirty air. Subsequent court

It is accepted that air quality will
deteriorate with each new coal
conversion plant and with the
increase in population and other
growth it induces. How much will
depend on the number of plants
built and the quality of pollution
controls.

Commission

The commission's brief was
signed by Special Assistant
Attorney General Murray 0.
Sagsveen and filed Feb. 2.
Attorneys for the parties
involved are to p resent arguments Feb. l I.
In addition to the reply to the
Plainsmen summons and complaint, which runs eight pages,
Sagsveen deliverd a four foot
high pile of document to
Plainsmen attorneys.
These
documents, he told the Onlooker. comprise the state's water
use plan.

Electricty: The state's major air polluter
such deterioration nor do
define what is ·~significant."

they

The new regulations set up the
mechanics for changing the air class
in two ways- -by a petition from 20
per cent of the qualified electors in
any country or on the department's
own motion. In either case, at least
one public hearing is required in or
near the area affected a nd an
environmental impact statement
may be required detailing the
anticipated effects of such a change.
During the air hearing, EPA
representative Gary Parish cautioned the Health Department that state
takeover of air quality control "is
merely a first step." Once delegated the authority, Parish said, the
state's emphasis must them be on
effective enforcement.
One citizen's testimony expressed
concern that enforcement can vary
according to the political climate of
the state.
The Health Department was
granted by the last Legislative
session several new powers to equip
it legally for the administrative
change-over. One ~as to establish
ambient air quality standards.
"which may vary according to
appropriate areas.··
The department already in 1974
had des ignated the coal counties of
Oliver, Mercer and McLean as "air
quality maintenance areas." Such
areas are expected to have difficulty
in maintaining standards in the next
IO years due to projected coal
development.
Critics of the new air regulations
say:
*The state made little attmept to

•New source performance standards have not yet been developed
for gasification plants.
One of the major concerns with
coal development is sulfur emission.
Present electric generating plants
in the state now emit a total ot 248
tons of sulfur dioxide a day. New
plants already under construction
will almost double that amount.
according to Health Department
estimates.
The EPA considers any plant that
emits 100 tons per year as a major
pollution source.
In addition to an unpleasant
rotten egg smell, sulfur oxides can
be detrimental to health and welfare. Some researchers have expressed concern that such emmissions may contribute to acid rains
far from a plant site.
Meanwhile. in Washington, Sen.
Quentin N. Burdick of North Dakoia
has been a key target for lobbyists
seeking changes in the Federal
Clean Air Act. Burdick is one of 14
members of the Public W"rks
Committee which h&.s been con,;;idering amendments to the act. Of
particular concern to this region is
the issue of significant
deterioration.

Bernice Palmer of Bismarck is a
member of the North Dakota Health
Council, an 1 J member board which
oversees activities of the Health
Department. She edits the North
Dakota
WUdllfe
Federation's
monthly
newspaper
FU CKER

TALES.

Included in the stack were
the Northern Great Plains Resources Program Report, 1he
North Central Power Study, the
West River Diversion Study,
the Souris-Red-Rainey River
Basin Studies and a water use
plan issued by the commission
staff in 1968.
t>lainsman President Rick
Maixner, a New England grain
farmer, said his organization
"rejects" the Water Conservation Com mission's position and
will pursue its opposition to
large scale development of the
state's coal reserves in· the
courts.

Americans

support
lifestyle change
A Louis Harris poll conducted
in December indicated that a
majority of Americans are will ing
to accept a more modest life style
to avoid continued inflation,
shortages and repeated reccs.,ion.

More than 75 percent of
persons interviewed indicated
they·d prefer to change their life
styles than to risk economic
1roublc.
Two thirds of those
questioned said they think it is
morally wrong for· the United
States. which has six percent of
the world's popu lation to con.some 40 percent of the world's
raw materials.

(

BLM suggests lease of Mclean County Coal
In the fall, the U.S. Bureau of
Land Management, an agency

of the

Department

of the

Interior. issued an environmental impact statement in
response to Falkirk Mining
Company's request to lease
federally owned coal under
private surface in McLean
County.
Falkirk Mining is a creation
of two Minnesota Electric cooperatives, United and Cooperative Power Associations, North
American Coal Corp,>ration and
the federal government. The
U.S. Rural Electrification Administration guaranteed loans
to UPA-CPA to finance the
mine. NACCO will operate it.
The coal will be mined by
Falkirk and used by the coops
to generate electricity at their
Coal Creek Station now under
construction near Falkirk, N.D.
Ardell Tharaldson of Bismarck, who has been active in
organizations opposing rapid
and large scale development of
the state's coal and water
resources, has submitted a five
page review of the BLM's 80
page impact statement to the
agency. His conclusion: "The
so-called 'environme ntal analysis'. designed from page one to
support the application, contains errors and omissions of
fact coupled with conclusions
seemingly pulled out of a hat.'·
Excerpts of Tharaldson's review follow.
"Reading environmental impact statements, to me, has
always been similar to reading
James Bond novels. The first

Federal cool lease application
one is kind of good but the rest
are all the same. However, the
U.S. Bureau of Land Management's "Falkirk Coal Lease
Application Environmental Analysis Record" is the most
amazing federal document I
have read. A more apt title for
the publication is "The Bureau's Efforts to Persuade its
Readers to Support the Granting of a Gift of t,000 Acres of
Coal to North American Coal
Corporation.··
Tharaldson quotes the BLM's
statement to demonstrate that
the federal government doesn't
own any surface rights in the
proposed lease, that the company has adequate reserves of

privately owned coal and is not
rehant on the federal coal and
that "refusal to lease federal
coal will not prevent the mine
and power plant from going
into operation," that the proposed lease areas are all within
four miles of the town of
Underwood and that one tract is
within six blocks of the city's
corporate limits.
The statement asserts that
"reclamation of the area after
mining will have a positive
affect in both the short and long
run ... Tharaldson argues that
the analysis contains " no discussion of the objective and
practical realities of reclamation
in North Dakota ... Reclamation

"an unneeded
...and probably harmful application
which should be denied post haste"

Marvin Gardens

is still in an experimental stage
and thus far efforts have not
achieved sustained production
'equal to yields prior to mining ... "
Tharaldson's review challenges the BLM's contention that
state and county officials have
completed
''comprehensive
plans" and that opposition to
the plant and mine ''has subsided and a feeling of acceptance has taken place."
''The truth is,'' Tharaldson
wrote, " In November, 1975, the
McLean County Citizens Advisory Committee angrily disbanded ... according to newspaper accounts because there
was not a fair and adequate
plan for alleviating impact and
because the group was disgusted with the lack. of sensitivity
and the interest on the part of
UPA-CPA to take any action at
a11 to deal with area impact
from their project."
The BLM concluded that
"under the proposed action the
negative environmental impacts
to be expected are not significantly larger than those that
would be expected under the no
action alternative ... With regard
to the lease of public coal it is
felt that the public interest
would see the action as a waste
of a resource ... lt is felt that
failure to lease the coal would
create more public controversy
than leasing the coal would."
Tharaldson concludes that
the 1,000 acre area suggested
for lease "contain highly unique and important breeding
habitat for the nation's water-

... On monopoly

Activity in the corporate world
El Paso Natural Gas ·company has asked the Federal
Power Commission for authority to increase its rates on
wholesale natural gas 7.S per
cent or 5.38 cents a thousand
cubic feet.
The increase will bring El
Paso an additional SSO million
in revenue annually. company
officials told the Wall Street
JOURNAL. Consumers in Arizona, California. southern Nevada. New Mexico and west
Texas would be primarily affected.
El Paso holds large reserves
of coal in southwestern North
Dakota. The company's application for water to supply £Our
coal gasification plants in
Dunn, Stark and Bowman
Counties was withdrawn after
the North Dakota State Water
Conservation Commission refused the company an extension
of time to prepare environmental data to accompany the
application.
The company is one of two
seeking licenses to bring natural gas from Alaska's North
Slope to the 48 coterminous
United States. El Paso plans to
liquefy the gas for transport
from Alaska to California via
tanker ships.

Tenneco, Inc.
Tenneco, Inc., a diversified
minerals and agricultural holding company, will acquire Ana·
conda Co.. a major American
copper producer.
The Wall Street JOURNAL
reported Feb. 3., that Tenneco
had net income of S321.5
million on sales of S5 billion in

1974 and expects to post "definitely higher" profits in 1975.
Anaconda Co.. reported a
net Joss of S29.5 million on
revenue totally S793.3 million in
1974.
In addition to its copper
interests. which are based in
Montana. Anaconda mines produce aluminum ore and uranium reserves.
Tenne~o. an oil, gas, manufacturing and gas transmission
company, is a major North
Dakota coal lease holder.
Through a subsidiary, Intake
Water Co., Tenneco plans to
build as many as eight coal
gasification plants in the Beach,
N.D., Wibaux, Mont. , area.
Tenneco recently won a
Montana law suit--an important
step toward establishing its
control of 80.000 acre feet of
water from the Yellowstone
River at Intake, Mont.

Panhandle Eastern

Grain loons
Three major Ame rican banks
have loaned the Argentine
National Grain Boar<I SIOO
million to finance Argentina's
exports of corn. sorghum, and
wheat.
According to an Argentine
government
spokesman,
Chemical Bank of New York is
advancing S40 million, First
National Bank of Boston and
the Bank of America, headquartered in San Francisco. are
advancing SJO million each.

Coal and grain
Cargill. Inc., one of the
world's largest grain trading
companies, plans to enter the
coal industry. Cargill ,officials
announced in Minneapolis Feb.
I, that they intend to acquire
the Cravat group of coal companies headquartered in Cadiz,
Ohio. The companies control
strip and deep mineable reserves in southeastern Ohio.

Continental
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line
Company. a gas transmission
company which has extensive
, coal holdings in Wyoming and
lesser holdings in Montana and
North Dakota, is acquiring
Youghiogheny and Ohio Coal
Company of Cleveland. Ohio.
Panhandle Eastern is issuing
2.4 million shares of common
stock and paying S2 million in
cash for the entire outstanding
stock of Y and 0, which
operates three underground
coal mines in southeastern
Ohio. The company's total reserves of coal in Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia are
estimated at 424 million tons.

Continental Grain Company,
another of the world's largest
trading companies. will build a
S30 million soy bean processing
plant in Brazil. The plant, to
begin operations in 1978. will
be capable of processing 2,000
tons of beans a day. The
company--which is building a
similar plant in Europe, hopes
to expand the facility to process
3.000 tons of beans each day
using a solvent extraction process.

Buffalo Valley
Resident of West Virginia's
Buffalo Valley. who were driven
from their homes when a slag

fowl population as well as a
stopping place for the almost
extinct whooping crane ... (and)
is also prime habitat for whitetail deer and pheasants.
••Most of the lease area is
excellent cropland, tilled by
farmers who have absolutely r,o
authority over the future of it ...
"The lease area is extremely
close to the city of Underwood,
with one tract virtually adjacent
to the city. lf this land is
stripped, it means huge draglines. dynamiting, spoil banks
and blowing dust, high noise
levels, huge coal hauling trucks
emitting diesal fumes, ...
"It is a fact that the federal
coal is not needed for the
operation of the power project.
Although it is certain North
American Coal Company would
not mind the additional 20
million tons of coal to their
proven reserves ...
"The argument of an efficient mining plan is weak and
uncompelling in light of the
destruction of the wetlands and
the present way of life of the
powerless
surface
owning
farmers and the disruption to
the city of Underwood. The
efficient
mining
argument
would make sense if, in return
for the federal coal an equal
amount of private coal on the
outskirts of the mine area were
released from the jowels of the
drag line."
Tharaldson concludes, "The
lease application is unneeded.
unnecessary, and
probably
harmful and s hould be denied
post haste."

I

dam holding run-off from a
Pittston Company strip coal
mine broke. will be forced to
move again. The state government's lease on private
property which has been used
as a refugee trailer camp
expires at the end of this
month. The United Mine Workers JOURNAL reports. The
Pittston company, a subsidiary
of Occidental Pretoleum. paid
damages sought by residents of
the valley who alleged that the
slag dam had been improperly
built. The disaster. which·took
125 lives in February 1972. left
between 4.000 and 5,000 persons homeless. It is the worst
coal mining catastrophe on
record in the United States.

Thedole
S814.000 to the North Dakota
Law Enforcement Council to
implement its comprehensive
law enforcement a nd criminal
justice plan. The grant, from
the federal Law Enforcement
Assistance
Administration
brings to nearly SI .5 million the
total 1976 LEAA funding for
North Dakota.

SI00.000 to the North Dakota
Geological Survey to continue
research on lignite coal beneath
federal \Inds in Dunn, Mercer. Oliver. McLean, Slope.
Bowman and McKenzie Counties. The Survey will continue
drilling operations begun under
an earlier grant from the U.S.
Geological Survey, which provided these funds. as well.

Amax Coal
Amax Coal Company, a subsidiary of the multi-national
Amax, Inc., is negotiating to
buy the Usibelli Coal Mi, ~ in
Alaska. The mine produces
80(),000 tons of coal each year.
Alaska has major coal reserves
estimated to total over 20
billion recoverable tons.
A
number of major coal producers
arc ··actively looking into Alaskan coal devvelopment," the
United Mine Workers JOURNAL reports.

S44,579 to the state government for use in outdoor recreation projects. The money is
from the U.S. Department of
Interior's Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation.
S282.000 to the Fort Totten
Indian Reservation at Devils
Lake for construction of a
maintenance and storage building for the Tribal Utilitlfs
Commission. The donor is the
U.S. Department of Commerce.

Correction
In ONLOOKER TWO, Marven Gardens reported that
Amax Coal Company expects
its production to reach 500
million tons per year by 1978.
The figure shoulJ have been 50
million tons. Careless typesetting and equally careless proofreading caused the error. which
we regret.

S217,329 to the state government to use to supplement
existing grants or make new
grants and loans under the
Public Works a nd Economic
Development Act. The funds
will be apportioned to the
state's subdivisions and departments.
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After a year, West River plan lives
Rep. Clarence Martin. R-Lefor, served as chairman of each
of the meetings.

Continued

WEST RIVER DIVERSION
Potential Dam Sites

criticism,
stalwart defense

Legislators who participated
in the hearings received copies
of the transcripts Jan. 24. The
project's supporters--Schnell,
Stranik and Sadowsky--had
written Gov. Arthur A. Link
Jan. 5, to attack the transcripts
and the conduct of the meetings.

bring study
new attention
In March, I 975, the Forty
Fourth Legislative Assembly
rejected funding for continued
study of a West River Diversion
project and killed a bill which
would have established a conservancy district to govern
water use in 14 trans-Missouri
counties.
Environmentalists and landowners opposed to rapid and
large scale development of the
region's lignite coal regarded
the Legislature's action as a
significant victory--their only
one of the session. West River
enlhusiasts, mumbling that
"the dogs won't eat it," abandoned their support of the
project.
But after nearly a year, the
West River Diversion remains
much alive--and intensely controversial.
ln part, this stems from the
repeated beatings opponents
have insisted on giving the
study. In part. it comes from
supporter's stalwart defense
of it.
The controversy has been
fired recently by release of
transcripts of seve n publichearings held in southwestern
North Dakota cities--hearings
which
took
testimony
overwhelmingly critical of the
project--and the appearance of
a letter expre~sing "a sincere
belief' that "the majority of
the people in this West River
area are in favor of a West
River Diversion Program."
The study. released in preliminary draft as the Forty
Fourth Legislature convened
and in final draft June 30,
concludes that ' 'Diversion of
water for irrigation alone is not
feasible.·· Some level of coal
development would be necessary to support any diversion of
water from the Missouri southwest across the state .
The study, conducted by the
North Dakota Water Conservation Commission. recommended four levels of development
with diversion. These ranged
from a low level including
180.000acresof irrigation, municipal water supply of 11 ,243
acre feet, flood damage reduction of S138.000yearly, industrial water supplies sufficient to
support seven coal conversion
plants, the thermal generation
of 4,520 megawatts of electrical
power and low flow augmentation of all streams. The highest
level would permit irrigation of
289,000 acres, supply of 37, JOO
acre feet of water to municipalities, flood damage reductior:i of
S213,500 yearly, industrial water supply to 28 coal conversion
plants and the thermal generation of 26,200 megawatts of
electrical power, and low flow
augmentation of all streams.
These statistics suggested to
landowners that the project was
designed not to irrigate land
but to assist a developing coal
industry. Reaction was critical.
Verbatim transcripts of the
seven hearings, held in early
winter, 1975, fill a book nearly
two inches thick. So far about
20 copies have been released.
The Water Conservation Commission is printing 200 more.

In their letter, the three
noted, "We feel that if as much
promotion and organization
were put behind an effort to
support his program as was
used to oppose it that a very
strong showing would be ef.
fected ... lt was very apparent at
each meeting that attendance
was generated by a concerted
effort on the part of certain
organizations to have as large a
number of people there in
opposition to West River Diversion as possible .. . We do feel
that the Commission should be
1 aware that the opposition
of
West River Diversion was organized and made a large and
successful effort to get vocal
attendance at each meeting
while those in favor of West
River Diversion were not organized and did not have an
organization to engineer the
presentation of testimony ... "
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Supporters of Diversion crit·
icized the testimony as "not
factual ... emotional ... hardly believable" and lacking '·recommendations."
~ Existing dams

J/.

Pote ntia l dam sites
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This map locates dam sites and diversion routes
suggested in alternative development levels
outlined in The West River Diversion Study

Source: North Dakota Water Conservation Commission, The West
River Study MAIN REPORT.

Herc are four samples of
testimony, selected by opening
the book at random:
Mrs. Dale Schoeder, Reeder:
"lf we were to be for West
River Diversion (it would be)
with three qualifications. l)(lt)
h~ dedicated to the original
purposes for which this originally developed. for agriculture, water for cities and least
for industry .. .lt seems to me we
have two industries here. one
industry is here and the other
wants to come in. It seems to
me that it's not likely that the
two can co-exist. Farming and
ranching is the basic way of life
and each year, there is renewal
of crops, we produce new
wealth .. .It seems to me if we
allow this kind of (coal) devel·
opment that ultimately this area
will become a great American
desert. .. ''

Mrs. Evelyn Newton, Killdeer: "North Dakota is our
great state and home. Up until
now we have hardly existed
according to our neighbors
further east, west and south .. .
Suddenly we have a product
that is needed and we are like a
neglected child just waiting for
attention, ready with open arms
and throwing all caution to the
conglomerates for development
no matter what the cost. Most
of the average citizens realize
whether they have been heard
from or not, but do some of our
state bureaucrats, governmental branches and professors?
Friends, we are being had."

Merle Hayden, Amidon,
chairman of the Slope County
Commission: We fought for 33
and a third percent severance
tax (in the Legislature) for
impact. Probably for the two
biggest 'things facing us in the
future is reclamation and the
impact of people ... We will try
to delay this as long as we can
so we get laws from our
Legislature on reclamation and
severance tax ... We should see
reclamation work before we
agree to the West River Diversion."

The Legislative Council's
Committee on Education will
meet March I and 2 to review
teachers salaries, binding arbitration in teacher negotiations,
elimination of textbook fees,
finance limitations on the State
School Construction Fund and
the transportation aid formula.
Testimony regarding accountability. school financing and
collection of excess costs for
special education will also be
received. Rep. Kenneth Knudson, R-Taylor. Stark County. is
chairman of the committee.

Coming up ...

Edward Volesky. Belfield:
"I'm against this diversion on
the fact that we don't practice
conservation right now and why
go into more of this? I think
it's kind of a sell out by the big
agri-business, big companies,
they want to get all of this into
our state because it is a lot of
profit and things like that so I
think it's a sell out. As far as
irrigation is concerned, I look at
my land with the hills rolling up
and down, I can' t see how we
could irrigate such .. .I would
like to end this by saying 'small
is beautiful.' We're so used to
big. You've got to have the
biggest tractor in the world,
most land, this and that, but
small is beautiful. There are a
Jog of small cars that are
beautiful, small garden is
beautiful, small church is beautiful.. .£ven diamond rings can
be small and beautiful."
Each hearing began with a
presentation of both sides of
the issue. Raymond Schnell, a
Dickinson banker, and Robert
Sadowsky, a Dunn County
rancher, outlined their support
of the plan.
State Rep.
Kenneth Knudson, R-Raylor,
Sen. John Maher, D-Bowman
and Water Commission member Arlene Wilhelm of Dickinson, presented opposing views
and legislative history of the
plan.

Schnell, Stranik and Sadowsky offered their own recommendations, including. "Limit
water permits for coal development within reason.
We
recommend that there should
be not more than eight gasification plants by the year 2000.
Actually. four or five gasification plants in total by the year
2000 would be more realistic."
The West River Diversion
supporters apparently support
a conservancy district, as well.
1 hey recommended the commission ··encourage an organization of local entities to
participate in the governing and
control of the water use and as
far as possible to have a hand
in determining the extent and
patterns of industrial and agricultural development."
The letter also contained
recommendations for "more
specific laws" with "more definitive enforcement procedures"
for reclamation of strip mined
lands. •'To protect the surface
owner who does not own any >f
the mineral rights so that he
would be properly compensated
for damages and loss of production" and "strict but realistic air and water pollution
standards on all ~ndustry.",
The tenor of criticism of each
side by the other indicates that
the West River Diversion Study
is far from forgotten.
A pencilled note on the Jetter
circulated to water commission
members and legislators who
participated in the hearings
demonstrates the firm support
the project has within the water
.:ommission staff, as well.
"Vern," the note says. "This
is a very good letter. Delton."
Vern is Water Conservation
Chief Engineer Vern Fahy:
Delton is Delton Schultz. the
commission engineer who directed the West River Study.
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Farm movement shifts

Southwest
District
Jomes

Jim Mol,ahn is a sidewalk farmer. He
lives in Nev. England and farms 3.500 acres
111 Slope County near the junction of U.S.

Molzahn

Highway 85 and N.D. Highwa_y 21.

He's never been active in any of the major
farm organizations. Although he's a third
generation North Dakotan and the son of a
farming family. Molzahn. who is 43, began
farming only 14 years ago.
"We're going to have to do this ourselves"
he said ... We've tried government programs
and they filled a need at the time. Now.
farmers can stand on their own feet and help
themselves.
If I didn't believe that, I
wouldn't be involved."

He added. "The farmer in this country
docs a damn good job of raising a crop and
getting it in the bin. There it stops. What it
boil~ down to is this: like any other
corporation or individual. we must get a fair
return on our investment."
Molzahn said he doesn't think farmers
should try to put a specific price on their
commodities. "I wouldn't want to tie it to a
dollar sign. Commodities should be sold on
a parity basis."
The southwesterner confessed, "Sometimes I think all this is a little unreal. but
you'd better believe it is going to work."
Molzahn is married and the father of three.
In add!lion to his farming interests, he
serves as director of Dickinson's American
State Bank.

The farmers grain price action, which began in Carrington
Jan. 6 and has swept across the
state. should move from protest
to planning this week.
A seven-member steering
committee witt meet to hear
farm organizations, regional
and grain handling cooperatives, the state government and
private individuals outline their
suggestions for action which
will raise grain prices.
Representatives of the three
major farm
organizations·Farm Bureau, Farmers Union
and National Farmers Organizations--will present their ide·
as. Spokesmen for Farmarco, a
southern plains grain handling
cooperative; the North Dakota
Mill and Elevator and World
Wide Farm Markets will also
appear at a day long session
Tuesday.
The farmers steering committee also invited delegates
elected from each of North
Dakota's 53 counties. Commis·
sioners of Agriculture in eight
grain states were also notified.
Deputy Agriculture Commissioner Henrik Voldal, who has
been coordinattng pfanmng tor
the affair, said he expects
several to attend the meeti~s.
Total attendance at the meeting could, therefore, reach
more than 500. Sessions are to
be held at Bismarck's Ramada
Inn.
Although the session will
provide a great deal of information, no easy answer to the
farmer's dilemma is expected.
Each of the organizations
appearing has long experience
attempting to organize farmers.
Each has had problems. Three
encountered legal difficulties,
three failed to get needed
farmers commitments of grain.
Use of another- -the Stat; Mill
and Elevator--would require
action of the State Jndust:ial
Commission and perhaps the
Legislature.

The North Dakota Agricultural Marketing Association,
an arm of the State Farm
Bureau. the National Farmers
Organization and World Wide
Farm Markets. Inc., a private
company headed by Warren
Tennyson of Minot, have had
difficulty initiating their programs because of legal obstacles.
According to Buford Rice of
the Farm Bureau, ND-AMA has
ceased operations in the state
pending the outcome of a suit
brought against it by its Minnesota counterpart. The Minnesota group sued when the North
Dakota organization failed to
deliver grain it had contracted.
North Dakota Agricultural Marketing Association in turn sued
four farmers who had committed grain--and failed to deliver.
"We've suspended
ations,'' Rice said.

oper-

In operation, the Farm Bureau's North Dakota Marketing
Associaiton acted as an agent
for its members. "If he has
grain to sell, we go to the
terminals seeking the best bid.
The farmer delivers direct to
the terminal.'' Rice said. "The
basic prmciple is more directmarketing to raise profits to the
farmer."
The National Farmers Organization encountered legal
difficulties in its effort to
market grain, as well. The state
challenged its right to handle
grain without a roving grain
buyers license. NFO deflected
that challenge but ran into a
more settous one when the
national organization neared
default on its grain trust. This
left many fa;mers--who had
money in the trust--shortchanged and resulted in a
myriad of lawsuits against the
organization. A national drive
for contributions overcame this
difficulty, but the NFO has had

continuing problems wi
federal government whi
questioned its financial
ings.
NFO ran into meml
problems, as well. Nortt
ta members were leader
cffort--which failed--to
the national president.
failure lead many of t
quit the organization. A
officer estimats that
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from as many as 20.000
more than 2,000."
Nevertheless, the NF
tinues to actively seek c
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Harold Klein, the most visible of the
steering committee's members,
served as
chairman of the Jamestown meeting and was
elected chairman for the first month's
operations of the steering committee.
Klein raises wheat, sunflowers and cattle
on 4.000 acres which he owns and leases near
Ne" Rockford in Eddy County. Once an
active member of the National Farmers
Organization, he served as a county officer in
that group and is a member of the North
Dakota Farmers Union.
He is 41 years old. married and the father
of four.

Lorry Herslip
The Bottineau County farmer. who is
married and the father of two girls, was also
active in Agricultural Advancement Cooperative, a membership organization which
served as a financial front for Warren
Tennyson's World Wide Farm , Markets.
Herslip served as AAC president for two
years. 1973 throu~h 1,975.

He says. "Farmers did something last

mon1h that' s never been done
before.
They're ge tting together to act like businessmen. They're working together. I see
farmers ready to do something. ready to do it
for themselves.
They'll succeed if they
stick ...
To Klein. sticking means committing grain.
"We're asking farmers to put 20 per cent of
their grain-- the grain they' ve got on hand-·
into a block which we'll try to get into
position for export... The North Dakota Mill
and Elevator is an attracitve option for
export, Klein believes.
"The mill is
advantagcou,Jy located to ship grain with its
identity preserved. I'm optimistic we can do
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Larry Herslip. who is 30. is the youngest of
the steerin~ committee's members.
He
farms 2.000 acres which he owns and leases
in Bottineau County near Souris. Durum and
barley are his principal crops. He also raises
some flax.
A former treasurer of the West District of
the North Dakota NFO. Herslip said he
became ''disgusted with the national leadership" and quit the organization 18 months
ago. ''I still follow its activity and I think the
ideas are good. but I wish the management
was a little better." he said.

He believes politics caused WWFMI's
initial failure. "The other farm organizations
were involved in hearings in Bismarck." he
said. 'I don't think Warren Tennyson eve
lied to me. He asked for S100 shares an
didn't promise anyting. And he said, "If I g
broke. I'm going to ask for more." H
needed grain and couldn't get the commit
ments. That's what happened."
Herslip said. "Farmers are going to hav
to commit grain somewhere. Pooling itself i
not going to solve anything. I think we shoul
go to smaller nations. Forget Russia an
China. The trade's got them locked in."
"I'm optimistic ... he added. ··1 don't kno
how realistic all thi~ is. I just don't knO\\
I'm operating on a lot of hope ."

from protest to planning
h the
h has
dealership
Dako, in an
emove
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m to
former
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Like the North Dakota A2ricultural Marketing Association
and the NFO. WWFMI was
unable to secure enough farmer
commitments to make its plan
work. The company's involv-

ment in a trucking line and a
fertilizer plant raised the suspicion of farmers in Bottineau
County--where the funding cooperative
which
funded
WWFMI
had
its
major
strength. They complamed tc
the Securities Commissio'!:
Some members of AAC-- who
paid $100 for their membership
--argued that the company was

the victim of a concerted attack
by existing farm organizations.
Farmarco, the nation's largest grain handling cooperative,
has escaped the Jegal difficulties that have plagued other
organizations seek,ing alternatives to the private enterprise
grain trade--but the Hutchinso_n, Kansas, based co-op has
failed to get the committments
necessary to activate its program, known as Promark.

At Large
Myron

farmer

District

Just
Earl

Commissioner of Agriculture Myron Just,
like other steering committee members. is a
farmer. He raises wheat, barley. cattle and
sheep on 1.200 acres in LaMoure County
near Berhn.

Kiner

He's been active in the North Dakota
Farmers Union since boyhood--he's now
34--and is a member of NFO. He's married
and the father of two.

The cooperative intended to
contract with its local affiliates
for delivery of grain to Farmarco. The local cooperatives
in turn would contract with
farmers. The contracts were on
an acreage not a bushelage
basis.

selling
e comsecurictively
opera-

Northeast

"As a farmer myself. I was concerned
about falling grain prices." he said.
"I
discovered that grain I had stored had a value
of S68,000 Oct. I and only SS0,000 by Jan. I.
Like most other farmers I became extremely
anxious about the erosion of assets to myself
and to agriculture in general."

Deadline for sign-up for Promark is Feb. 14. The co-op
hopes to have two million acres
committed to the program. By
Feb. 1, after six months of
effort. only 650.000 acres had
been committed.

.

"Farmers are pretty well aware of what
market power is when it comes to them as
com,umers and farmers have simply concluded thcy·re really at a disadvantage in both
buying and selling. Farmers are becoming
much more sophisticated businessmen and
they're developing more of a market
orientation.

A Farmarco spokesman said
the board of directors of the
co-op would have to evaluate
alternatives. Among them are
abandonment of the program,
an attempt to market the
production of committed acres
or an extension of the sign up
deadline.

At 55. Earl Kiner of Cavalier in Pembina
County is the oldest of the steering
committee members. He is married and the
father of three.
Kiner and a son. Keith. raise wheat.
barley. pinto beans and mustard on six
quarters (960 acres). Kiner became active in
the NFO when it was organized in Pembina
County nine years ago.
He served as
county president for four years but has not
been active for "a year or two.·· "Their
philosophy is good." he concedes. "They've
educated a lot of us."
·
Kiner became involved in Warren Tennyson's World Wide Farm Markets, as well and
had planned to head the company's farm loan
program. "All of a sudden, there seemed
to be nothin,g to do," he said. "I was left
with a sense of wonderment."
Kiner is an inactive member of the North
Dakota Farmers Union. as well.
··farmers are the only people that go to
town and ask. 'How much is this'- when
they're buying and ·How much will you give
me' when they're ~cllim.;. Farmers arc the
only group thatdocs11'1 price their product.
That's always see1111,;u 1unny to me. We take
what they give us. We pay what thev ;1dr "

He added. "Farmers have really wanted to
get together, but they needed the proper
vehicle.
They'd stopped going to farm
organization meetings because they felt the
organizations wcren"t going to get together.
"When this winter's farm protest came
alon~. it really offered them some glimmer of
hope.''

Southeast

Northwes t

D istrict

District
Bob Grundstad

"Farmers have got to get more market
oriented. They've got to retain ownership of
their clean grain. They're abused so much
it"s unbelievab le."
Hornbacher notes, "I'm a natural born
leader. If the Lord gave me any talents. I
guess I have to use them."

Alan Hornbacher
Alan Hornbacher of Hope is a member of
all three farm organizations and holds shares
in Warren Tennyson·s World Wide Farm
Markets. But he's disillusioned with farm
organizations and believes farmers must take
direct action to raise grain prices.

In addition to his farming interests--he
raises hogs. cattle and sma ll grains on 1100
acres of land near Hope in Steele Cou nty··
Hornbacher is an auctioneer.
''I started
farming with SSOO of my own and a lot of
good advice from my parents. I ran a da nce
hall and recreation parlor
Everybody said I wouldn't make it as a
farmer. but I did." Two years ago, he moved
from his rented unit at Anamoose in
McHenry County to Hope.
"I expect to come out of this with farmers
committing grai n for export," he said. " In
the Jong range. we'll have to have some good
consumer education. I'm optimistic."
Hornbacher is 31 and the only single man
on the committee.

Bob Grundstad. who calls himself a
"diversified grain and cattle farmer" raises
durum and cattle on 3,000 acres in Divide
County. His son, Peter , one of five children,
fa rms with him.
Unlike most other steering committee
members. Grundstad hasn't been active in
the NFO although he was a member until a
year ago.
He is also a "fairly active"
Farmers Union member.
Grunstad, who is SO, said the "cost pr:ce
squeeze" motivated him to become involved
in farm politic.,.. " I think it's possible to do
something abuot it/' he said. "The most
important first step is some research work on
the part of this steering committee."
Grundstad will serve as chairman of the
steering committee during February, but he
is perhaps the least outspoken of the
committee's seven members. He decli ned to
commit himself to any option for farm market
control. "That's a big question," he said.
"A lot will depend on what we find out
through our research work."
He added, '·'I'm looking for a change in the
marketing system . I' d like to see farmer
control from the farm to the export terminal
and beyond."'
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Drexel Lawson runs with grace and power
by Warren Halvorson
He runs with that magical combination of grace and power--no ~ovement out of place. no wasted motion-his legs devouring the distance
between himself and the finish line.

I am writing about North Dakota's
High School Athlete of the Year,
Drexel Lawson--a young black man
who happens to be deaf; an earnest,
forthright young man; a young man
who sets high standards for himself,
who works very hard in striving to
achieve his goals and who is· blessed
with a marvellous physical ability, the
basic stuff of which his athletic
excellence is made.
On the next to last day of January I
visited the North Dakota School for
the Deaf in Devils Lake to interview
this suddenly prominent 19 year old. I
talked with Drexel through Mr.
Robert Stewart, the Director of
Education at NDSD. We met in Mr.
Stewart's office. Drexel. who stands
6'1" and weighs 164 pounds. coming
in fresh from basketball practice--as
the NDSD Bulldogs prepared for the
consolation championship game of the
annual Ramsey County Tournament. I
asked my questions, Mr. Stewart
interpreted and Drexel. dressed in
the red, white and blue of his
Pan-American
Games
uniform,
signed his answers back for me.
We talked of his coming to North
Dakota when he was ten years old;
about the happiest memorv of his
athletic. more specifically his track
career: about his future plans; of his

reaction to the honors awarded him
and of what he feels about his
running.
Drexel was born in Charleston,
West Virginia, and spent one decade
in our eastern mountains before his
father was transferred to Minot Air
Force Base and his family came to the
Dakota plains. Drexel was born
deaf--the cause, as is so often the
case, unknown. He has attended
North Dakota's School for the Deaf
since he was eleven year old.

and hear the gun go off. But most of
the time he must keep his head up
and watch for the smoke from the
starter's gun.
He runs in a world of silence,
encountering the pain all runners
must face and conquer as he drives
his body over the cinder track;
reaching, perhaps, for a perfect sense
of freedom; experiencing. one supposes, a fierce joy: feeling, as Drexel
expresses it, "powerful, strong."
As anyone who has seen him run
might suspect, Drexel feels his finish
is the strongest part of his race. And
his favorite event, he explained, is
the 440: "I like the satisfaction of
feeling myself 'stretch out' and the
feeling of moving away from the field.
It's my best race, I my strongest
race.

Before coming here Drexel took
part in one West Virginia track event.
When he was ten, he ran as part of a
440 relay team in a junior high meet.
The team finished second. Since
arriving in North Dakota, his track
accomplishments--like those of Grand
Forks' Cliff Cushman several years
ago and more recently Grandin's Rich
Goff--have become le~endary.
His school puts a tot of emphasis on
basketball and there, too, Lawson has
excelled--averaging 21 points and 12
rebounds per game last year. But
certainly track is his sport, his first
love, the perfect forum for the
expression of his talents. Consider
the following roll call of achievements: in 1974 he singlehandedly won
the State Class B Outdoor Track
Championship and led NDSD to a
share of the Indoor crown; in 1975 he
was unbeaten in the sprint events in
15 meets; he joined Rich Goff as the
only North Dakota athlete ever to win
four events in a state meet; his time
of 48.4 seconds in the 440 tied the
U.S. deaf prep record; he is unofficially listed as the top performer in five
events for deaf ath1etes nationwide;
he is curre11tly the national Deaf Prep
Trackman of the Year; last November
in Maracaibo, Venezuela, he won the
gold medal in the 100 meter dash in
the Pan~American Games for the Deaf
and had a 15 foot lead halfway
through the 220 meter dash and an
excellent shot at a new world record
before a pulled leg muscle forced him
from the competition.
In talking with Mr. Stewart I
learned that even the profoundly deaf
(and Drexel's diagnosis is not that
severe) can hear a loud noise under
the proper conditions. So, occassionally, if Drexel is very close to the
starter and there is no wind, he can
keep his head down to start a race

Like most high school seniors.
Drexel's plans for the future are less
than concrete. He's not sure about
college, which he would be ready for
next fall, but he does plan to try to
make the U.S. team for the· Deaf
Olympics. The trials are scheduled
for this coming June in Washington.
D.C., while the Games themselves
are set for 1977 in Rumania.
His involvement in athletics here is
such that his happiest memory and
the award that means the most to him
both involve North Dakota. The 1975
State Class B Track Meet in Minot
was the setting for Drexel's most
satisfying performance. his happiest
memory. There, in rapid fire succession, he won the 100 yard dash, the
220. the 440 and the 180 yard low
hurdles. And the award which means
the most to him--including his gold
medal and being National Deaf Prep
Trackman of the Year·-is his designation by the North Dakota Associated Press Sportswriters and Sportsc_asters Associations as this state's
High School Athlete of the Year.

I asked him what he felt about
getting this particular award. Most of
his answers had come slowly as he
struggled for the right words, but his
one was easy. "Proud," he signed, a
rare smile lighting his face. 1 asked
him about the Special Achievement
Award which,
has been written

es

and spoken about in the media lately.
was suggested as a more appropriate
award for Lawson. "I think,'" he
finally signed, "I got the correct
award.''
Drexel. you get the feeling, wants
recognition only for what he does in
an athletic event, not for any
hhandicap'' he may bring to the
event. And certainly from the time he
sees the smoke issue from a starter's
gun until he breaks the tape at the
end of a race, his accomplishments
stand by themselves as feats to
marvel at. Against top flight competition in North Dakota and against
world class opponents in VeQ;zuela,
he has amassed an almost unbroken
succession of Rlitterin~ triumphs.
Of all the people who have touched
his life. Drexel feels his parents have
been the key figures--with their
encouragement for him all along the
way. He also singles out his track
coach at NDSD, Mr. Dwight Rafferty,
for his encouragement and his skill in
helping Drexel with training and
technique. Rafferty, incidentally, was
the coach of the U. S. track team in
the Pan-Am Games.
For the upcoming track season
young Mr. Lawson has set some very
demanding goals for himself in his
four major events. He hopes to run
the 100 yard dash in 9.5 seconds, the
220 in 21.8, the 180 yard low hurdles
in 19.5 and his beloved 440 in an
eyepopping 47 flat.
When Drexel approaches an event
or a goal he has set for himself--when
he runs--he does not see himself as
standing for black people or people
who are deaf. He runs for himself and
for his team. His mind and his efforts
simply focus on the event at hand .
This ability to concentrate, to deal
with what is happening now, is the
hallmark of a ~reat athlete. It is
expressed well in the J Ching. where
1t sa,,:s:
'·MOuntains standing close together
The image of Keeping Still
Thus the superior man
Does not permit his thotJghts
To .e:o beyond his situation"

---=

6rexel Lawson--young and strong.
swift and dedicated, demonstrating
excellence when he runs--a superior
man.

education
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Two days with 1azz

by Dennis Dockter
After preparing three weeks for the
arrival of one of the world's greatest
trumpeters and with an impression of
professional musicians as being of a
strange lot. the Bismarck Junior
College Jazz Ensemble wasn't quite
certain what to expect when the
stocky black man approached the
stage.
"Good morning band." he said
with a vitality few people have,
especially after they wake up in the
morning. "Sorry I'm late. The desk
clerk forgot to call me."
An apology--just like any other
member of the band. Thus began two
of the most rewarding days 18 young
mysticians could hope to experience.
Clark Terry, a native of St. Louis, is
a major influence in jazz music and
has been for the past three decades.
He has worked with such orchestras
as those of Lionel Hampton. Charlie
Barnet and Count Basie. He spent
eight years as a featured trumpet and
fluegelhorn soloist with the Duke
Ellington Orchestra. which he pointed
out was his favorite job. and spent 14
years with Doc Severinson and the
Tonight Show Orchestra. He now has
his own "Big Bad Band" and has
been appearing across the country as
a college clinician. His two days with
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trumpeter Clark Terry

our jazz band. which included concerts in Hazen. Washburn and Bismarck Jan.22 and 2J, were sponsored
by BJC's Visiting Scholar series.
The rehearsal that Thursday morning was short, barely an hour long.
He took the band through the five
numbers we were to accompany him
in. stopping occasionally and politely
asking director Ervin Ely if he could
correct us in certain passages.
"Saxes. try playing it like this ..
Dow-boo-EEE. Boo-dee-DOW ... now
say it with me ... good. good, perfect."'
Or "Trumpets. when Frank wrote this
song he didn't want it played quite
that heavy.Try it a little softer once."
His personal acquaintances with
the composers of aH the music we
were doing made us feel closer to the
songs. an attitude he later said
essential to the performance of any
piece.

By the end of the hour we each felt
as though we knew him.
He
respected us and only made suggestions. never orders. This quality
in Terry greatly increased our esteem
for him.
During the trip to Hazen on the
bus-or the old iron lung as he called
it-Terry chatted about everything
from Johnny Carson's enormous alimony payments to Doc Severinses's
salary squabbles. Evident throughout

the e ntire trip was a handkerchie f
with which he would intermittently
wipe the saliva from his lips. a
condition anyone who chooses a
career with the trumpet must cope
with.
"When I was with the Tonight
Show,'' said the 55 year-old diabetic.
"we would tape about J p.m. After
supper 1 would give a clinic somewhere till about nine. then I'd have a
recording session and a rehearsal
with my band till around 4 a.m. It

was pretty hectic.··
Terry said that with jaa festivals in
Europe and the States. college clinics
and recording sessions. he is constantly on the road. From January
through October he will have only two
and a half weeks off.
Both concerts in Hai:en and Wa~hburn went extremely well.
The
audiences were warm and receptive.
This, coupled with Terry's easy going

S eePade/G

Oark Terry autographs a drum belonging to IIJt.. Jazz Band
member Dennis Dockter, look.Jng on. Terry, a jazz trumpeter spent
two days on Bismarck Junior College's campus.
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Republican politics: The score today
Robert Melland, a state senator from Jamestown, insists he
shouldn' t be considered the
front runner in the race for the
Republican Party's gubernatorial endorsement. He is likely
only partly right.
The Jamestown implement
dealer is a power in Republican
politics. Many party members
with money and position have
already lined up behind him.
At least one potential candidate, Ray David, who sells
insurance in Dickinson, withdrew in his favor--ind then
signed on as Melland's campaign manager.
Melland's Bismarck news
conference to announce his
candidacy was packed with
influehtial Republicans.
Jn another sense, however,
Melland is almost certainly
right. His candidacy has not
frightened away large numbers

of the horde interested in the
nomination.
In fact, Public Service Commissioner Chairman Richard
Elk.in, who has been reluctant
to discuss his political ambi-

Richard Elkin

tions, now says he will test his
support and perhaps join the
race for the state house.
Melland is the flashier of
these two candidates. He has a

Robert Melland

smooth de1ivery, is personable,
credible. and persuasive.
But Elkin is these things as
well. He has the advantage of
being from the West--and of
being widely thought of as a
moderate on coal development
issues. This is in contrast to
Melland's announced platform
of "managed development"
and Robert Reimers--the other
announced Republican candidate--and his support for industrialization on grounds that
the state needs and can't stop
development.
Elkin--should he run--is likely
to be harder on Gov. Arthur A.
Link than other Republican
candidates. The PSC chairman
is fed up with what he sees as
the governor's "indecisiveness" especially on energy
development matters.
Elkin
regards the Water Conservation
Commission's decision to withhold approval of industrial wa-

Melland says, 'The party wants choices'
State Sen. Robert Melland of
Jamestown has become the
Republican Party's. second announced candidate for governor.
Declaring. "the party wants
choices... Melland began his
campaign with a Wednesday
morning news conference ill
Bismarck.
Stale Rep. Robert Reimers of
Melville, who is speaker of the
State House of Representatives,
announced his candidacy in
December. Both men are from
Stutsman County and represent
the <,ame legislative district at
the capitol.
Melland said his campaign
woiild center on "fiscal ·re·
~puns1bility'· and ''control of
bureaucracy." Reimers has
sounded these themes as well.
The Senator said differences
in philosophy between himself
and Reimers would develop
during the campaign. He added. ..I would support Bob
Reimers. In fact, if he's nominated I' ll campaign for him."
Mel\and's news conference
was crowded with Republican
party workers and legislators-in sharp contrast to the sparse
crowd which Reimers drew at
his open house two weeks ago.
But Melland cautioned reporters not to conclude that he is
the front runner because he
drew a crowd. "l invited these
people." he said, "not because
they are pledged to support my
candidacy but because they' re
my friends.''
Most of the Republican legislative contingent from Bisroarck was at the news conference.
Melland told the group,
which included half a dozen
newsmen, "I want to run for
governor. I want to be elected.
but only for one purpose. That
purpose is to better serve tht
people of North Dakota with the
program that is designed by the
people ...
He said he believes it is time
to end 16 years of Democratic
control ot the governorship
The candidate attacked "the
growth of government" which
has occurred during the administrations of Democrats William
L. Guy and incumbent Arthur
A. Link, who is expected to be
the Democrats candidate in the
fall election.
"The growth of government.
especially in the executive
branch. is the major weakness
of the Link ad ministration."
Melland declared.

Said Melland. ·' I offer myself
as one who will provide effective and positive leadership ... l
have no desire to be elected
simply because it's time for the
Republicans to win. J don't
want to be elected to satisfy my
own desire. The reason I seek
election is to serve North
Dakota with the interest of all
being represented in the governor·s office.··
In response to quesl!on...
Melland said he supports
.. managed d.::\'elopment" of
North Dakota's coal reserves.
''The coal is going to be
m' .1ed." he said. " I think every
one has admitted that. The
challenge is to see that benefits
of development accrue to communities and that the environ·
ment is disrupted as little as
oossible. ··
Melland added ... , do not
have a plan at this time. l wa'nt
to go back out to the western
part of the state and visit with
people there to learn their
concerns. The problems arc

different in the West than in
the East."
The candidate dirl say. however. "A moratorium on water
permits is a mistake. We
should consider each application on the merits of the
development planned. If it's
beneficial. we should allm, it. ..
Melland told reporters he
wouldn't be drawn into a
personal attck on the governor.
whom reporters said has been
accu\ed of ··indecisivenes~ ·· on
cnC'rgy mailer, and in making
appointments. Melland ,aid
he'd "try to make decisions
timely.··
In other matters. Melland
said he s~ mpathizes with the
governor's reluctance to call a
special session of the Legislature to reduce the state sales
tax. Rep. Reimers has called for
such a se'>'>ion. Melland noted
that a special se\sion could not
be limited to an,· one issue. But
he added that ·he believes the
tax should be cut.
Melland. \\ ho is 46. has bee n
a member of the North Dakota

::,enate since 1967.ln the 1975
session, he served as president
pro tcmporc and during the
interim, he is chairman of the
powerful Legislative Council.
He owns an implement business in Jamestown and. until
Monday. served as a director of
Otter Tai'. Power Company,
which has interest in North
Dakota coal and electrical generating plants.
Melland said he resigned
from the board because "It
would be jru;onsistent with ood
public policy to continue as a
director of a utility company
significantly influenced by the
laws and regulatory agencies of
the state of North Dakota while
seeking or holding statewide
elective office."
Environmentalists and others
uncertain about rapid development of the state's coal have
been extremely critical of Melland ·s membership on the Otter
Tail Board. The issue is expected to receive considerable
attention during the call\J)aign.

ter permit applications as a sign
of indecision--and he blames
the governor.
Elkin feels Link has no cohesive policy toward energy development and that he hopes to
allow matters to drift until after
the election.
Link denies that he had
anything to do with the commission's decision to withhold
further permit approval pending PSC action. And he has
indicated he'll hold the line on
coal gasification plants.--as soon
as the commission decides on
the People's application which
is now pending.
The commission did not refer
People's to the PSC--a decision
which Elkin regards as inconsistent.
The Taylor native argues-forcefully--that Link has approved permits for out-of-state
gasification companies while
delaying applications brought
by Montana Dakota Utilities
Company and Basin Electric
Power Cooperative. A portion
of the power from each of these
plants would be used in North
Dakota.
The PSC chairman's stated
position on coal development is
for approval of those generating
plants which would serve North
Dakotans.
He favors large
scale plants rather than numerous smaller ones.
Melland, who resigned as a
director of Otter Tail Power
Company--which has extensive
holdings for North Dakota coal-Jan. 26. said he has no plan for
development of the state's coal
··at this time."
The Jamestown candidate did
tell his Bismarck news conference "A moratorium on water
permits is a mistake.
We
should consider each application on the merits of the
development planned.· '
The score in the Repubican
gubernatorial race is now:
Two announced candidates,
Melland of Jamestown and
Reimbers of Melville.
One candidate withdrawn-David of Dickinson.
One candidate testing support--Elkin of Taylor and Bismarck. And a baker's dozen
candidates waiting to see what
happens.

One Time Harvest
Reflections on coal and our future
ONE TIME HARVEST sells for

by Mike Jacobs

SS.95. Please add 50 cents per
book for postage and handling.
North Dakota residents must pay
sales tax of four per cent.

We

will extend cred it--but we must

add a 30 cent charge for billing.
ONLOOKER s ubscribers are entitled to a one time only discount
of 1.1 on their total order.
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Three subscriptions for $25--a $5 saving

consumption in public buildings,
will be eligible for grants from a
$150 million federal fund. That
incentive is expected to encourageh sta1tes lo adopt the free
rig t pan.

In addition to energy savings,
free rights are expected to cut
pollution from car ex hausts and
to ease traffic flow. Some states
have ohjeeted to the frr-e right
turn move because pedestrians

survey in three U.S. cities
indicated t hat 41 per cent of
pedestrians feel threatened by
free right turns.

Stamps up

berthear~i~g i~~~n~:r;-~c~~a~
first class letter by 1981.
according to Carl C. Ulsaker
who is in charge of manpower
and cost control for the Service.
Ulsaker's comment was made
in Atlanta and reported by the
Christian Science MONITOR.

Agriculture ..... continued
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M ill Manager San Kuhl and
Deputy Commissioner of Ag riculture Henrik Voldal visited
with executives of the LS.
J oseph Company of Minneapolis, a small trading company.
about the possibility of J oseph
hand ling g rain exports for the
mill.

Voldal returned to North
Dakota saying "This looks like
a way we could go.'' And
Harold Klein, a member of the
steering committee who joined
the trip to Minneapolis , said he
is "optimistic" that the mill
might be able to enter the
export trade.
The mill, at Grand Forks, is
advantageously located for
shipment of unit trains of grain.
No major elevator in North
Dakota is closer to ther terminals at Duluth, the head of
Great Lakes s hipping. Klein
and J ust have said that the
mill's location makes it a
possibility for shipment of grain

1

1
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Gov. Arthur A. Link said
Feb. 6 that the Industrial
Commission is interested in
moving the mill into a position
to export g rain--but that necessary g roundwork must be carefulJy laid to protect both the
mill--and the state governme nt
which backs it--and farmers
who commit their grain.

Single subscription

still only $10 American per year
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"identity preserved.•· Farmers
hope such a shippmg system
could end problems of contamination of grain reaching foreign
buyers.
If the mill were to enter the
export market. it would probably act as a shipper and
manager of a fa rmers grain
pool stored elsewhere. The
mill"s storage capacity is only
three million b ushels, probably
too small to collect amounts of
grain need to attract volume
buyers. That problem could be
solved, of course, by e nlarging
the mill, but that would talce
action of the legislature and
several years of cons truction
time.
A sense of urgency prevades
the steering committee. Its
members want action as soon
as possible. That may lead
the m to explore alternatives
other tha n the North Dakota
Mill and Elevator.
Farmers determination that
something must be done has
been reflected in declining
sales
at
grain
elevators
throughout the state.
In its weekly report, the Crop
a nd Livestock Reporting Service
noted that "Grain movement
into market is slow due to
prices." This analysis came
from 21 counties.

At mid-week. the Wall Street
JOU RNAL reported that the
sagging commodity market had
rallied somewhat due to seller
resistance.

So the Farmers Steering
Committee enters its second
major meeting amid signs that
their movement is having at
least limited initial success.

Clark Terry ..... continued
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The Steering Committee will
also hear from the North
Dakota Mill and Elevator which
has been suggested as manager
of a farmers grain pool. The
mill has been studying the
possibility of entering the export market--a move which
Commissioner of Agriculture
Myron Just has been urging on
the institution.

Address......................................................................... ::::

I
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A major problem with Farmarco's program was the low
initial payment made to farmers
to join the pool. The cooperative offered 70 per cent of the
loan price of a bushel of wheat
which is now S1.37 per bushel.
Thus, an individual signing up
for the program received an
initial payment of only about SI
per bushel, only a fourth of the
current selling price.
The Farmers Union Grain
Terminal Association, based in
St. Paul, Minn., has watched
Farmarco's experiment with interest. GTA, a cooperative, is
under directive from its mem·
bcrs hip to study pooling of
grain for export. A resolution
passed by the last GTA convention, held in December,
1975, noted, "Along with the
development of a national grain
export cooperative, grain farmers must consider how they
can supply such a cooperative
with regular a mounts of their
grain. Sales of grain to overseas
customers require assembling
of large quantities. This takes a
large investment beyond the
financial resources of our cooperatives. Such sales require
delivery of specific amounts
and grades at defi nite intervals.
For an export cooperative to be
assured of the necessary s upplies, we have to develop a
means of advance commitment
by individual farmers and their
local and
reoional cooperatives.''
GTA representatives are expected to report to the Farmers
Steering Committee on the
progress of their s tudy and on
the possibility of using Farmers
ExpOrt Company, a coopera.
tive, to move grain to foreign
buyers. Both GTA and Farmarco are members of Farmers
Export.
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stage mannerisms made each appearance an exciting experience for
us. His presence fired up the jazz
band to such a high level that our
performances where immensely improved over what we had ever done
earlier.
He never focused the concerts
entirely on himself, Anyone who
wished was given the chance to " take
a ride." He would rythmically nod
his head in approval during someones' s solo while chuckling "all
right. .. all right'" at its completion. It
felt good to see the man pleased.
While people filed into the BJC
auditorium for the fi nal concert, we
chatted with Terry and wished him
luck with his album .. Live at the
Wichita Jazz Festival.' ' which had
been nominated for a Grammy Award
only a couple days before his arrival
in Bismarck. He thanked us but said
he would just as soon see an album
dedicated to the late Louis Armstrong
win. Armstrong was a close friend of
Terry's.

" He was the most fascinating
person I' ve ever met in my life," he
said. "A long time ago in New York I
lived within a 12 block radius of
Louis. Dizzy Gillespie. Billie Holliday
and Aretha Franklin. We'd go to
Louis" place. It was great!"
After the well received concert
several us shook ha nds with the
sweat-drenched man and praised him
on his performance.
With the
sincerity in his eyes it was evident
he appreciated the compliments, not
because they came trom a group of
kids but because they came from his
fe llow musicians. To a performer, it
remains the most rewarding type of
compliment.
Another clinic completed, Clark
Terry left for a different college
whe~e he would start the whole
process over again and we were left
with a feeling of admiration for the
man that will not soon be lost.
Dennis Dockter edits the MYSTICIAN, Bismarck Junior College's
student newspaper, and plays drums
for the college's stage band and the
ensemble "Everybody's Doing It."

Name dropping
Appointed
Dave Meiers to direct North
Dakota Seniors United, a state·
wide organization of oldtimers
headquarted at Minot State
College. Meiers. a Ross native,
has been business manager for
the Three Affiliated Tribes of
Fort Berthold Reservation since
1973.

Ed Smith, formor president
of the North Dakota Farmers
Union, to be a salesman for the
Minot firm of Feist Realty and
Construction. Smith resigned
as president of the Farmers
Union in May, 1975, to pursue
business interests in Minot.
Garry Bye of Minot, a mem·
ber of the North Dakota House

of Representatives and em·
ployee of Central Electric Pow·

er Cooperative, to be president
of the North Dakota Water
Users Association.
Peter Gove of St. Paul,
Minn., to be executive director
of Minnesota's Pollution Control Agency. The appointment
has been confirmed by the
State Senate. Gove is the man
who threatened to sue North
Dakota state officials and the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation to
prevent damages to Minnesota
waters from the Garrison Diversion Irrigation project.
Wllllam Kelsch of Mandan to
the State Parole Board. a
reappointment by Gov. Arthur
A. Link. Kelsch, an attorney,
will serve until Jan. 1, 1979.

Reuben Huether of Dickinson
to the Business and Industrial
Development
Commission
which advises North Dakota's
Business and Industrial Development Department. Huether,
an entrepreneur, owns real
estate in Dickinson, operates
the city's garbage service and
has been active in Democratic
politics. His wife, Elsie, was a
delegate to the 1972 Democratic
National Convention. She cast
her vote for Alabama Gov.
George Wallace.
Kenneth L. Smith, a member
of the Wasco Indian Tribe of
Oregon, to sit on the board of
directors of the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco. Smith is
the first American Indian ever
to serve on a federal reserve
bank board.
John C. Peterson, chairman
of the University of North
Dakota's Department of Business an8 Vocational Education
to North Dakota State Advisory
Council for Vocational Education.
Wayne W. Pewe to the State

Board of Chiropractic Examiners.
Paul Bodmer, an instructor_ of
English at Bismarck Jumor
ollege will lecture on "North
Dakota Writers" as part of
Bismarck Junior College's Bicentennial "Focus on North
Dakota." The lecture, to begin
at 7:30 p.m. Feb.19, will be in
the auditorium of the State
Highway Building.

FOOD:

A contest,
a competition
and a suggestion
The search for North Dakola 's best carmel rolls in under"'·ay--and a prize will be awarded when they're found.
The ONLOOKER Magazine
i~ sponsoring the North Dakota
Carmel
Roll
Competiiion
(NDCRC). Judging will be a
panel of experts and the editor
of thi.s paper.
Herc are the simple rules:
Any carmcl roll served in a
North Dakola restaurant is
eligible. In order to be eligible,
a roll must be available to the
public.
Your Aunt Mary's
aren't eligible unles.s the public
can buy them.
Nominations for the best carmel rolls will be accepted only
from subscribers to the ONLOOKER. A representative of
the paper will sample the rolls
in the restaurant nominated. If
he's impressed, he'll notify the
editor who wilt make the final
choice.
The judge's decision is final
and will be announced in
February. 1977. Purveyors of
deserving carmel rolls will receive attractive certificat~s.
Mail nominations to North
Dakota Carmel Roll Competition, cto The Onlooker, P.O.
Box 351. Mandan, North Dakota
58554.
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In conjunction with the carmel roll competition. the ONLOOKER will conduct the
North Dakota Cheeseburger
Contest tNDCBC).
Purpose of the contest is to
draw attention to the complete
North Dakota meal and to
recognize the state's major
agricultural products: wheat,
which becomes flour for the
lrnn: beef. which becomes the
hamburger; and dairy. which
provides the cheese.
Judges of the event wi11 order
potatoes as a o;ide dish--thus
recognizing another important
agricultural product of the
state.
Rules for this contest arc the
same as those for the North
Dakota Carmel Roll Competition--with an important addi·
tion. No cheeseburger using
any hamburger less than I00
per cent beef will be cons idered
for a prize. We're not interested in eating meat supplements.
Entries should be mailed to
Cheeseburgers. c/o the Onlooker.
We'll print the names of
entries as we receive them.
We'll also keep you posted on
our findings. And, of course,
we ·11 let you know where we ate
the winners.

Send your entries now

Retired
Warren Whilman. who has
spent four decades studying
gra,ing usc and range conservation in North Dakota, will retire
ao; chairman of North Dakota
Stale Univers.ity's Department of
Botany June 30. Whitman will
continue as professor of botany
for the Agricultural Experiment
Station and NDsu·s College of
Science and Mathematics.
NDSU President Laurel Loftsgard had named Dr. Harold
Goetz', currently professor of
botany at NDSU and director of
the Tri-College University Center
for Environmental Studies to
succeed Whitman.

Honored
Joe Thompson of Grafton is
the 1976 recipeint of the Pioneer of the Year award presented by the Northwest Farm
Managers Association.

"So
they
say ... "

11

"Tree planting wilt beauty our state and provide a
lasting memorial of the Bicentennial celebration. In
this case, the Bicentennial would be something we do,
not watch."

Gov. Arthur A. Unk In a speech to North Dakota
nurserymen
"The basic issue facing the economies of the free
world first is how to negotiate an orderly transition
from our primary reliance on oil and gas to coal--the
only fossil fuel with sufficient potential to contribute to
energy development until mankind can employ
renewable energy sources. Even with the maximum
development of renewable energy sources, they cannot
be expected to provide more than 10 to 20 per cent of
world energy demand by the year 2000. Reason
dictates that coal must therefore serve as the principal
cornerstone of the world's long-term energy supplies
during this second transition period until the year

2050.
Coal and only coal will buy mankind the time
necessary to shift to ultimate renewable energy
sources in the second half of the 21st century."
Carl E. Bagge, President

Marie Tyler of Bismarck with
the Hall of Fame award of the
Saddle and Sirloin Club at
NDSU. She is the first woman
selected for the award wich
honors a persons "who has
improved the community, state
and nation through outstanding
contribution and services in
agriculture."

'.l'be National Coal Asaoclatlon
"For many years, the successes of agricultural
production have been closely correlated with the
technological advances in the development and use of
a diverse array of chemicals. However, the boon days
Jf the 1950s a.nd 1960s have given way to the concern
of the 1970's to the extent that these important
agricultural tools will either not be available or
requirements for compliance will preclude their use."

l\rlon G. Hazen, Dean
NDSU CoUege ofAgrlculture

The North Dakota Wheat
Commission's nutritionist has
discovered that all purpose
nours sold on today's markets
are commonly 1.5 to 2 per cent
lower in protein than flours sold
several year ago.
This has
resulted m some disappoint·
mcnt in the results of bread
baking efforts, according to
Judi Adams.
Studies of six major brands of
all-purpose flours were analy,cd b)· NOSU's Department of
Cereal Chemistry and Technology.
Although the studies proved
today·s flours are lower in
protein, "It is still possible to
bake good break if some simple
recipe
modifications
are
made.'' according to Mrs.
Adams.
She recommended:
Combine all of the ingredients Jio;ted in your bread recipe
with only partial amount of
flour when beginning the baking process.
This mixture
should be beaten longer than
was previously the case. This
insures better gluten development. The dough should be
beaten four to five minutes with
a wooden spoon or about three
minutes with an electric mixer.
Kneading time should be reduced to five to seven minutes
from the normal. which is eight
to ten minutes. Over-kneading
is a possibility. Check your
recipe to determine if it contains about three per cent
shortening by weight or about
two tablespoons of shortening
to six cups of flour. Don't let
the dough over rise.
Check
your water temperature with a
thermometer.
If you use
compressed yeast, the temperature should be 80 degrees
Fahrenheit. Ory yeast should
be dissolved in water at tOS to
115 degrees Fahrenheit. If the
undissolved drv \'Cast is added
to the ingrcdic~ts. the water
temperature must be still highC'r--120 to 130 degrees Fahrenheit.

"Economic growth as now practiced is a sophbticatcd
d i for stealing from our childrc~.' ·
David Brower, president
Friends of the Earth
quoted in High Country News
Jan. 30, 1976

Maybe you

haven't heard
A review of things
pleasant and useful
.. about THE BEST OF HIGH COUNTRY NEWS. a
.:ollcction of that Lander, Wyomine based newspaper's
best journalism. HCN is an environmental newspaper.
h's coverage has considered most of the major issues in
resource development and land use on the Northern
Great Plains and Rocky Mountain West.
This SO page paperback, which measures IS by 11
inches. reprints HCN coverage of man's us.e of the land
together with the staffs philosophy which, stated
succinctlv bv them. is "Clean air, clean water. the land
and its r~so~rccs: Man's right to use them is inherent.
His right to abuse them is not."
The paper also emphasizes the region's wildlife, its
potential for fossil and nuclear energy development, and
its people.
Price of this item is St.SO. Copies arc available at
many western North Dakota bookstores or from High
County News, Lander. Wyo.. 82520.

Cloud Lore
. .. about NORTH DAKOTA CLOUD LORE. a small book
of pictures of the sky.
Tim Vogelwede of Carringt9n, who took the photographs printed here in color, said his motive in doing the
book was "to get people outside." North Dakota Cloud
Lore shou ld do that.
And on days when we can't go outside. when deskwork
confines us. or if the sky is completely clear or totall~
cloudv (conditions no less wonderful. but less exciting in
photo.g raphs) the book will remind us of the somctimes
subtle, sometimes overwhelming beauty of the sh we
North Dakotans live in.
Thl" prke for thi!. item i\ s_
, _75. we·"·e -,c-cn the m in
Carrington store.... 'r"ou can grt a c;opy from \'ogelwcdc at
Carrington. 58421
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Main Street in Almont provides basic services

by Mike Jacobs

Places you have to look for ...

Almont--a real 'pull together town'
Ask Claude Ritz to brag
about his town and he'll tell you

about the high school basketball team, a group of lady
artists and "the way folks pull
together.''
Ritz is mayor of Almont, a
town in Morton County about
40 miles southwest of Mandan.

Almont's

basketball

team,

Ritz points out, is now 15 and
three for the year--and the

losses were to southwestern
North Dakota powerhouses like
Richardton and Mott.
Councilman Lawrence Renner, a rural mail carrier, shows
visitors work done by a women's art class.
Every two
weeks, a new painting is hung
in the town's post office.
"They're quite an attraction,"
Renner says.

Among the ladies represented in the past several months:
Carol (Mrs. Warren) Hoovestal,
Pat (Mrs. Lester) Feland, Carol
(Mrs. Marvin) Ritz, Lillian
(Mrs. Roman) Peterson, Margie
(Mrs. Sig) Peterson, Edith
Skjolsvik and Clara Christianson.

of pride in Morton County hamlet
And--Renner quickly points
out--the ladies are not the only
artists. A drawing of Sims--a
ghost town just north of Almont--on the cover of Northwestern Bell Telephone Company's 1974 directory was done
by Joe Johnson. He's from
Almont.
But as impressive as is the
basketball team and as fine as
the paintings, it is "the way

folks pull together" that makes
Almont a community.
Marvin Olson, the town's
postmaster stressed this. "In
1974, when the railroad pulled
out of here, they gave this town
a year." Nearly 30 years later,
Almont is thriving.
Almont is not a large town.
The federal census founds only

109 people. (Mayor Ritz insists
that the total is actually c1oser
to 150. "They missed some,"

he said. "And some of the
farms near town are within the
city limits. "')
Nor does Almont have a
great many businesses, but it
provides basic services to its
residents and a farm and
ranching community stretching
15 miles to the west and south
and eight to ten to the north
and east, toward New Salem-the basketball team's arch rival.
Almont has a grocery store, a
gas station, a cafe, a lau ndromat, a bar, a farm supply story,
a lumber yard, a cooperative
weighing association and a
Commerical Club, headed by
Marshall Fe1and.

Mayor

Claude
Ritz

ing--and waiting for their town
to grow--or so says auditor
Ramsland. "We expect to get
some growth from coal gas
around here," he said.

Basketball, lady painters are sources

There are also three churches--Methodist, Lutheran and
Roman Catholic--a school with
an enrollment of 90 students

and the U.S. Post Office, Zip
Code 58520.
All this is possible, City
Councilman Trygve Feland
maintains because "Folks around here are pretty good to

get together. It's the best town
I know of."

Other city officials echo Feland's feelings. Auditor Ben

Ramsland said, "I'd rate the
friendly people our number one
asset. People aren't afraid to
help each other."
To Councilman Gene Peterson, who operates the farm
supply store, " Almont is a nice
environment for raising a family. It's quiet and it's cheaper
than any place else I know of."
Superintendant of Schools
Robert Schubert who came fron
Sandusky, Ohio, in August says
that too. "This is a quiet place
to live. My children have had
experiences in living they
couldn't I have anywhere else.
h's a fantastic experience in
being a person. ··
Councilman Renner, who has
lived around Almont his entire
life, recalls the city's history.
"The lumberman in Sims

wouldn't sell E.W. Hyde a
lot." Renner said.
"So he
came down here and started
Almont. Now Sims is gone
comp!etely. •·
Almont was platted July 4,
1906, and prospered, Renner
said, "because it served people
from the south country. " The
nearest town south of Almont is
Carson, 25 miles away.
Losing the railroad in Dec.,
1947, when the old Northern
Pacific straightened its track
between New Salem and Glen
Ullin , was a harsh blow, Renner

admitted, but the town stag-

gered only briefly.
In 1948, Almont's American
Legion post built a new hall. A
decade later, the city added a
water system. In 1958, the
Memorial Hall was built.
In 1960.

an addition

w

added to the school and the
new post office was built. The
grocery store was new that
year, too.
In 1%3, the town's volunteer
fire department was chartered.
Two years later, the weighing
association was formed.
In
1967. the town completed its

system and the Bell system
modernized Almont's telephone
service. The school added a
second addition--this time including a gymnasium to house
the basketball team.
In t 968, Prairie Rose Senior
Citizens Park was completed
and in 1%9, the Almont Development Association built four
housing units for oldtimers and
low income citizens.

And Superintendant Schubert--who was instrumental in
getting the town $31,000 to
provide work for 15 unemployed citizens in remodeling
the older portion of the school
and finishing a Bicentennial
Park which will include a
............
~~~......,=,,;~
house and a jail all dat;ng from
the town's first decades--has
begun searching for funds to
improve the community's housing base so that newcomers can
be accomodated.
How has Almont, Morton
County·s smallest incoroorated
town accomplished all of this?

"They got a real pull-together town down there," a young
man in New Salem, 13 miles
awa). declared.
And Marvin Olson, the postma'iter said, "Knowing you've
got friends and neighbors-that's what makes a community."

In 1970, the community organized an ambulance service,
in 1973, this was improved with
first aid courses and approved
by the state.

In 1972, nine miles of road
leading from Interstate 94 to
Almont were paved. So were
the city streets.
That was
Almont's last great controversy.
Some of the town's
residents thought paving was
an unneeded expense.
In 1972, too, a diking system
was completed and Almont is
now protected from periodic
floods. The most recent, in
1967. occurred after a heavy
summer rain and sent water to
a. depth of three feet in Mayor
Ritz's living room. A young
man was drowned in high
water. The school now gives a
junior high school sportsmanship award to honor him.
With the

diking,

Councilman

Almont

residents are safe from flood-

Community: Knowing you've got friends and neighbors

Marvin
Olson

